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Pedophile network identified in Otter Tail County, Minnesota – “It was my Masonic Rite”

by Timothy Charles Holmseth on November 19, 2017, 8:35 P.M. CST

For three years Write Into Action (Timothy Charles Holmseth) has been conducting an investigation of Otter Tail

County, Minnesota.

The investigation was initiated after multiple persons contacted me with information about pedophilia and human

trafficking in Minnesota and Otter Tail County.

I have obtained evidence that law enforcement and other agencies acting under authority of the Minnesota State

Seal have engaged in rights violations against citizens to protect organized pedophilia and other organized crime

networks in Minnesota and Otter Tail County.

Witnesses to crimes in Otter Tail County have been:

Killed

Shot at

Stalked/followed

Intimidated

Involuntarily committed

Involuntarily drugged

Threatened by licensed government agents

Surveilled by drones

INVESTIGATIVE CASE: JANE DONNELLY

Jane Donnelly (not her real name), Otter Tail County, Minnesota was a victim of extreme sexual violence and torture

that occurred in Otter Tail County during her childhood decades ago.

Donnelly’s child memories include (but are not limited to):

Being sodomized while her head was held under water in a bath tub

Being locked in closed crates and coffins

Witnessing men in robes and strange headpieces at an outside fire who were sacrificing a screaming baby

Being rolled up in carpet and transported in the trunk of a vehicle to the location of child sacrifices

Traveling with her siblings to the Twin Cities on a bus with no adult

As a child, standing in front of her mirror and singing non-stop for hours so she could feel herself “vibrate”, which,

she said, is how she knew (could feel herself) she truly existed as a person and was alive

Being told by her abuser he did these things to her because it was his “Masonic Rite”

COMPLAINT FILED TO OTTER TAIL COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES / SHAWN MICHAEL HANSON

Donnelly recently made contact with the Pelican Rapids Police Department to report new evidence she obtained

regarding the ongoing sexual abuse of minors she witnessed by a registered sex offender named Shawn Michael

Hanson.

Donnelly previously made reports to law enforcement and other agencies in Otter Tail County regarding incidents she

eye-witnessed. She said she observed Hanson sexually abusing very small (under one year old) children. Donnely
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described seeing a very small child sitting on Hanson’s crotch with her onesie unsnapped and her diaper on the floor.

She said the baby girl’s eyes looked like she was in indescribable pain.

Donnely also reported seeing Hanson physically lying inside a baby crib with a baby; with the child in a strange

position.

Donnely said she was paid to clean the house and said the mattresses were so stained with semen, urine, and fecal

matter that they needed to be changed out on a regular basis.

No known action was ever taken regarding Donnelly’s claims and reports. Rather, Donnely was subsequently

committed to the psychiatric hospital in Fergus Falls, Minnesota. Donnelley was diagnosed with mental illness and put

on powerful medications that create delusions during withdrawl.

Donnelly has never been treated for the violence and torture (which has been described as mental illness by the

State) she endured as a child.

NEW EVIDENCE / BREAK

One of the minor child victims of Hanson recently came forward and self-reported his sexual abuse to a therapist in

Oklahoma. The report verified and substantiated the accuracy and truthfulness of Donnelly, which had been known

to lawn enforcement for years.

Last week, Donnelly received a visit from an Otter Tail County social worker. The social worker told Donnelly she (the

social worker) had been contacted by the Chief of Police in Pelican Rapids, Minnesota and advised that Donnelley

made a report to the police about Shawn Hanson (Donnelly is concerned because the minor child victim travels to

Minnesota from Oklahoma to visit Hanson).

According to Donnelly and an eyewitness, the social worker ominously advised Donnelly she is not “doing well”

because she made another police report regarding Hanson. She told Donnelly she controls Donnelly’s life. The social

worker told Donnelly she is “not credible” and ominously suggested she may be committed into the psyche ward

because of her reports to police.

“She didn’t act like a social worker. She acted like a pimp,” Donnelly said.

Donnelly has an attorney and has filed a complaint to Margaret Williams, Behavioral Health Social Services Supervisor at

Otter Tail County Human Services.

I reached out to Otter Tail County Human Services but no response was received as of this publishing.

Christian prayer teams have assembled across the country and are speaking the name of Jesus Christ against Otter Tail

County, Minnesota.

I will be revealing what my investigation has found and provide updates on Donnelly’s case.

These investigations contain information about Jacob Wetterling.

Write Into Action’s case files and interviews with witnesses are kept in multiple secure locations.

VISIT WWW.WRITEINTOACTION.COM
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murtwitnessonelive says:

November 21, 2017 at 10:26 pm

It turns out that Tim Holmseth’s bringing Otter Tail County into his conspiracy theories may have to do with a legal

beef he has with the county and his bashing of the county’s reputation is nothing more than simple retaliation. This is

a pattern of his we know all too well.

MURT

Reply

Vennessa Stoddard says:

December 8, 2017 at 1:50 am

May god be with you. I cannot even bring myself to read, in depth, this entire article. I have discovered your work

recently. I cannot comprehend the lack of effort made by law enforcement and government. I am repulsed by the

content, not the disclosure. It is essential this be exposed. How can anyone with a soul, ignore this? If for no other

reason than to investigate these claims for themselves? There really are no worse crimes. DISGUSTING!!! EVIL!!!

These are innocent little lives, with no defense, but the possibility that CITIZENS globally will say NO MORE! Society

HAS to be mind controlled, and drugged severely to NOT stand up and DEMAND ACTION against global government

criminals. If it does not affect your backyard, it is not your problem seems to be the attitude. Well tell that to the

BABY, or Toddler who has NO ONE! Tossed away in the system, forgotten, neglected. START GIVING A SHIT!!!!

Doesn’t argue a good case for being ‘HUMAN’. Well this HUMAN gives a shit! Thank you Tim for your great efforts. This

information will be shared wherever and whenever possible by myself, and anyone who will be UNAFRAID to draw a

line in the sand.
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